Coupling X-ray and optical tomography systems for in vivo examination of small animals.
For the purpose of the co-registration of fluorescence optical signal and X-rays measurements, a multimodality tomographer has been developed in our laboratory. Such a system brings the possibility to get, on the same bench, in vivo both anatomical and functional information. Moreover, the information on the morphology of the animal can be used as a regularization factor in order to get the reconstructions of the biodistribution of fluorochromes more accurate and to reduce the computation time. A study on homogeneous phantoms was conducted to evaluate the feasibility, to test the linearity and the reproducibility, and to fix the parameters for the co-registration. More cumbersome phantoms (sacrificed mice) have then been considered and the test experiments were reproduced. Finally, results of a study conducted in vivo on mice bearing tumors in the lungs, tagged with different types of optical probes, are presented.